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1. Roquet
Roquet another ball at 3 yards (eg from border to a ball halfway from border to corner hoop).

2. Running hoops
Make any hoop from 3 feet.

3. Straight Rush
OB twelve inches in front of strikers ball, rush OB ten yards from any corner to the nearest hoop.
Accuracy required is one yard.

4. Placement Shot 1
From a position 6 to 8 yards in front of the hoop, use the two shots to make the hoop.

5. Placement Shot 2
From a position 12 yards in front of and to the side of the hoop, use the two shots to make the hoop.

6. Send receiver and make the hoop
OB 3 feet directly in front of hoop. SB 1 foot back and 6 inches to one side. In a stun shot, send OB
to a good receiver position and SB in front of the hoop. Use the two shots to make the hoop.

7. Maintaining a break
Strikers ball is 12” in front of ball one which is placed two yards in front of hoop 1; ball two is
halfway between hoops 1 and 2, and the third ball (a pioneer) is placed 3 yards in front of hoop 2.
Player roquets ball one and must make hoops 1 and 2. Player may use one bisque.
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One attempt per day permitted (but practice beforehand encouraged).
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Version 1.01

Each skill is assessed 5 times, and the result recorded on the player’s skills test card. Pass rate is 3/5.
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